A Cul-3-BTB ubiquitylation pathway regulates junctional levels and asymmetry of core planar polarity proteins
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SUMMARY
The asymmetric localisation of core planar polarity proteins at apicolateral junctions is required to specify cell polarity in the plane of epithelia. This asymmetric distribution of the core proteins is proposed to require amplification of an initial asymmetry by feedback loops. In addition, generation of asymmetry appears to require the regulation of core protein levels, but the importance of such regulation and the underlying mechanisms is unknown. Here we show that ubiquitylation acts through more than one mechanism to control core protein levels in Drosophila, and that without this regulation cellular asymmetry is compromised. Levels of Dishevelled at junctions are regulated by a Cullin-3-Diablo/Kelch ubiquitin ligase complex, the activity of which is most likely controlled by neddylation. Furthermore, activity of the deubiquitylating enzyme Fat facets is required to maintain Flamingo levels at junctions. Notably, ubiquitylation does not alter the total cellular levels of Dishevelled or Flamingo, but only that of the junctional population.

INTRODUCTION
Polarisation of cells in the plane of an epithelium is essential for morphogenesis and depends on a group of core planar polarity proteins (the ‘core proteins’), the function of which is conserved among diverse animal species. The core proteins localise asymmetrically within cells, and this asymmetric localisation regulates downstream processes such as polarised cell rearrangements, oriented cell divisions and the production of uniformly oriented arrays of structures such as hairs and cilia. Despite this, the degree to which inhibition excluding competitor proteins from an increased proportion of membrane domains). Despite this, the degree to which asymmetry is dependent on the levels of core proteins at junctions is reduced and this leads to disruption of planar polarity at the tissue level. Loss of asymmetry by altered core protein levels can be explained by reference to feedback models for amplification of asymmetry.
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A key question is how the asymmetric localisation of core proteins is achieved. Correct asymmetry depends on the activity of all the other core proteins, and it is thought that an initial asymmetry on the proximodistal (PD) axis caused by an upstream cue is amplified by feedback interactions between the core proteins (Tree et al., 2002; Amonlirdviman et al., 2005; Le Garrec et al., 2006; Meinhardt, 2007). Feedback loops operate as bistable switches, enhancing the initially weak PD bias in core protein distribution, such that core proteins ultimately show high asymmetry in their localisation to the proximal and distal cell edges, and low levels of localisation on the anterior-posterior (AP) cell edges. Feedback could be caused by either positive or negative protein interactions: for instance, a possible positive interaction would be clustering of asymmetric complexes of the same polarity (Strutt et al., 2011), whereas inhibition between proximal and distal complex components would constitute a negative interaction (Tree et al., 2002; Jenny et al., 2005).

Interestingly, asymmetrically localised core proteins are not uniformly localised on the PD cell membranes but are instead organised in discrete puncta (Aigouy et al., 2010; Strutt et al., 2011), and the presence and size of these puncta correlate with the degree of asymmetry. We have previously provided evidence that they form by a two-step mechanism: first, a stable complex forms with Fz and Fmi on one side of the junctions and Stbm and Fmi on the other; second, the cytoplasmic components cause these stable complexes to congregate into discrete membrane subdomains (Strutt et al., 2011). Therefore, the activity of the cytoplasmic proteins appears to be a crucial feature of the feedback loops necessary to generate asymmetry.

It also appears that overall core protein levels must be regulated, as overexpression of the cytoplasmic proteins (Dsh, Pk and Dgo) causes excessive accumulation of the other core proteins at junctions and a loss of asymmetry (Feiguin et al., 2001; Tree et al., 2002; Bastock et al., 2003). In theory, both positive- and negative-feedback interactions require that core protein levels are modulated. For example, an excess of one or more core proteins could disrupt both positive interactions (by causing clustering to spread beyond the required domain) and negative interactions (by an excess of inhibition excluding competitor proteins from an increased proportion of membrane domains). Despite this, the degree to which asymmetry is dependent on the levels of core proteins at junctions has not been studied. In addition, it is not known whether it is the levels of all or of just some of the core proteins that must be regulated.
One mechanism by which cellular levels of proteins can be regulated is ubiquitylation, which can lead to either the proteasomal degradation of cytoplasmic proteins or the targeting of transmembrane proteins for internalisation and degradation in the lysosome (Hershko and Ciechanover, 1998; Traub and Lukacs, 2007; Clague et al., 2012). Fz and Dsh also act in canonical Wnt signalling and, interestingly, are known to be regulated by ubiquitylation in this context. In flies, Fz levels are modulated by the deubiquitylating enzyme dUBPY (Mukai et al., 2010), and in vertebrates Dsh homologues are regulated by ubiquitylation pathways involving KLHL12 and Cyld (Angers et al., 2006; Tauriello et al., 2010). However, no studies have described a role for ubiquitylation in regulating Fz and Dsh levels in planar polarity. Only one ubiquitylation pathway affecting planar polarity has been reported, which involves recruitment of murine Smurf2 to junctions by phosphorylated Dsh, leading to local degradation of Pk (Narimatsu et al., 2009). Other mechanisms by which ubiquitylation might regulate core protein levels and asymmetry in vivo are yet to be identified.

Ubiquitylation of target proteins requires the sequential action of a cascade of E1, E2 and E3 enzymes (Hershko and Ciechanover, 1998). Ubiquitin is directly conjugated to E1 enzyme activity, and the E3 ligase then transfers ubiquitin to a lysine residue within the target protein. In addition to ubiquitylation, proteins can be modified by the conjugation of several other ubiquitin-like molecules. Nedd8 is one such molecule, and it is attached to substrates using a similar E1, E2 and E3 enzyme cascade (Rabut and Peter, 2008). Neddylation can alter protein stability or activity, and the best characterised targets of neddylation are Cullin E3 ligases. Neddylation promotes recruitment of the E2 enzyme to Cullins, and cycles of neddylation and deneddylation are required for proper functioning of Cullins (Wu et al., 2005).

Here, we characterise two distinct ubiquitylation pathways, which act through the core proteins Dsh and Fmi. Both loss of ubiquitylation and increased ubiquitylation alter core protein levels at junctions and reduce core protein asymmetry. Furthermore, we show that ubiquitylation does not affect the entire cellular pool of Fmi and Dsh, but only the junctional population.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Fly stocks and genetics**

Fly stocks are described in FlyBase. fwp22, stbm6, pkbΔq6613, dsh726, dgo380, faf728, faf677, faf553 and kel212 are null alleles. Cul-g642 is a loss-of-function allele and Ned8g3013, fwp21 and fwp22 are hypomorphs. faf22 is a semi-viable EMS-induced hypomorphic allele (this work) and dorBr33753 is a GD RNAi line (VDRC).

Transgenes used were Arm-p-fmi-EGFP (Strutt et al., 2011) and ActP-FRT-polyA-FRT-dsh-ECPF (Strutt and Strutt, 2007). UAS-Myc-dbo, ActP-FRT-polyA-FRT-Myc-dbo and ActP-FRT-polyA-FRT-faf-EGFP express Myc-tagged Dbo and Faf tagged at its C-terminus with EGFP using the vectors pUAST and pActP-FRT-polyA-FRT. The dboΔ32.5 knock out is a deletion of the entire open reading frame by homologous recombination using the pRK2 vector as described (Huang et al., 2008). dbo small hairpin RNAi (shRNAi) lines contain 21-mer sequences of dboIR-105407, pVALIUM-20, dorIR-105407 and fafIR-105407. Mitotic clones were induced using the FLP/FRT system and Ubx-FLP. Clones of ActP-FRT-polyA-FRT-Myc-dbo were made using Ubx-FLP and ΔΔ-3. Overexpression of UAS-Myc-dbo or RNAi lines used the GAL4/UAS system with ptc-GALA. For pupal wing stainings, larvae expressing Ubx12, Uba3 and Roc1a RNAi were raised at 18°C, and shifted to 29°C at 0 hours after prepupa formation (APF), whereas larvae expressing Cul-3, dbo, kel and faf RNAi were raised at 25°C and shifted to 29°C at 0 hours APF.

Transgenics were generated by Bestgene, Genetvision and Genetic Services.

**RNAi screening**

For the E2 screen, 32 genes encoding E2 ubiquitin ligases were identified by the presence of the ubiquitin conjugating enzyme E2 domain (IPR000608) within a predicted open reading frame. This correlates with the number of D. melanogaster genes analysed in a study of the evolution of the E2 gene family in metazoans (Michelle et al., 2009). The initial screen was carried out using GD lines from the VDRC or RNAi lines from NIG-FLY, but KK lines were subsequently screened when they became available.

**Immunoblotting**

Pupal wings were dissected at 28 hours APF at 25°C or at 25-26 hours at 29°C and imaged as previously (Strutt, 2001). Primary antibodies used were 1.5 µg/ml mouse anti-Fmi 74 (DSHB, 1/300 rabbit anti-Fz (Bastock and Strutt, 2007), 1/1000 anti-Fmi 74 (DSHB, 1/100 anti-Fmi 74 (DSHB, 1/1000 rat anti-Fmi 74 (DSHB, 1/1000 anti-Dsh (Strutt et al., 2008), 1/20 rat anti-Ecad (DSHB, Oda et al., 1994)), 1/250 guinea pig anti-Senseless (Sens) (Nolo et al., 2000), 1/100 anti-rabbit anti-Distalless (Dll) (Panganiban et al., 1995), 1/400 mouse anti-β-gal (Promega), 1/4000 rabbit anti-β-gal (Cappel), 1/4000 rabbit anti-GFP (Abcam) and 40 µg/ml mouse anti-Myc 9E10 (DSHB). A rabbit anti-Dsh serum (1/1000) was directed against amino acids 480-623, and a rat anti-Pk antibody (1/25) was directed against amino acids 514-769 and affinity purified. Phallolidin-A568 (1/100) was from Molecular Probes.

**Biochemistry and western analysis**

Venus-Cu3, Myc-Dbo and Myc-Kelch fusons were made in p4WV Gateway vectors and also shuttled into pcdNA3.1 (Invitrogen). Myc-Dbo deletions are of amino acids 72-169 (DboΔ1BTB), 174-276 (DboΔBACK), 323-end (DboAKR) and 370-end (DboAKR-2) and are in pAc5.1 (Invitrogen). Dsh-ECPF is in pAc5.1 and EGFP-Dsh is in pEGFP-C1 (Clontech).

For Cul-3-Dbo pulldowns, S2 cell lysates were made in RIPA buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP40, 0.5% Na deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1× protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)]. Pulldowns used goat anti-Myc agarose (Abcam). For Dbo-Dsh pulldowns, S2 or COS-7 cells were treated with 10 µM MG132 for 5 hours prior to making lysates in IP buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100, 1 mM Na3VO4, 5 mM NaF, 1× protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)]. Immunoprecipitations used rabbit anti-GFP serum (Abcam) and protein G Sepharose (Xerxes). Westerns were probed with 1/2000 rabbit anti-GFP (Abcam), 1/1000 mouse anti-GFP JLB (Clontech) or 0.2 µg/ml mouse anti-Myc 9E10 (DSHB).

For pupal wing westerns, 28-hour pupal wings were dissected into sample buffer, and one pupal wing equivalent was loaded per lane. Westerns were probed with 1.5 µg/ml mouse anti-Fmi 74 (DSHB, 1/200 rabbit anti-Dsh (this work), or 1/5000 Actin AC-40 mouse antibody (Sigma), and imaged on a UViprochemie gel documentation system (UVitec). Bands from westerns of three biological replicates were quantitated in ImageJ (NIH).

**Quantitation of protein levels and asymmetry at junctions**

RNAi lines were expressed using the MS1096-GALA4 driver. Wings were fixed and immunostained in parallel, and the same region of the wing was imaged at the same magnification and settings. To measure asymmetry, a 400×400 pixel region was selected and ImageJ used to mark a five pixel...
line on all junctions (~200 per wing). The mean intensity and angle of each junction were measured, and a background value (non-junctional staining) subtracted. Excel (Microsoft) was used to bin angles into two categories: >45° (PD junctions) and <45° (AP junctions) from horizontal. The mean intensity of staining at PD and AP junctions was then calculated. Measurements were taken from eight wings of each genotype and the significance was determined using an unpaired t-test.

To compare absolute levels of junctional protein, a threshold value for wild-type images was empirically determined that highlighted the junctions, such that 4-5% of the image was above the threshold. The same threshold value was applied to the Ubc12, Cul-3 and faf images. Overall intensity was mean intensity above the threshold (with background subtracted) multiplied by area above the threshold. Measurements were taken from at least eight wings of each genotype and the significance was determined using an unpaired t-test.

RESULTS
Regulation of core proteins by ubiquitylation and neddylation

In a genetic screen for enhancers of a hypomorphic fz phenotype in the Drosophila eye (Strutt and Strutt, 2003), we identified a new allele of fat facets (faf) (supplementary material Fig. S1A-D), which encodes a deubiquitylating enzyme (Huang et al., 1995). Ommatidia in faf mutant eye clones often contain extra photoreceptors due to defective Notch-Delta signalling (Overstreet et al., 2004), but in ommatidia with normal numbers of photoreceptor cells planar polarity defects were also observed (supplementary material Fig. S1E,F). Furthermore, in clones of cells lacking faf activity in the pupal wing, levels of all core proteins at apicolateral junctions were reduced (Fig. 1A-E), whereas levels of adherens junction proteins were unaffected (supplementary material Fig. S1G). In photoreceptor recruitment, Faf acts by deubiquitylating the Epsin Liquid facets (Lqf) (Chen et al., 2002). However, loss of lqf did not cause a decrease in the levels of any of the core proteins (Fig. 1F; data not shown), suggesting that the effect of faf on core proteins was independent of lqf.

To identify ubiquitylation pathways acting on the core proteins, we carried out an in vivo RNAi screen. We focused on E2 enzymes, as there are only 32 E2s in the Drosophila genome (Michelle et al., 2009), whereas there is a single ubiquitin E1 enzyme and several hundred putative E3 ligases. RNAi lines against a single E2, Ubc12, showed the reciprocal phenotype to that of faf in the pupal wing: an increase in core protein levels at apicolateral junctions (Fig. 1G-L; supplementary material Table S1).

Ubc12 does not encode a conventional ubiquitin E2, but the E2 for the related small modifying protein Nedd8 (Rabut and Peter, 2008). Other components of the Nedd8 pathway were therefore examined for effects on core protein levels. RNAi against the Nedd8 E1 subunit Uba3 and the Nedd8 E3 subunit Roc1a also showed an increase in core protein levels (Fig. 1M,N; supplementary material Table S2), as did mutant clones of Nedd8 itself (Fig. 1O,P).

Fig. 1. Regulation of core proteins in Drosophila by ubiquitylation and neddylation. (A-E) fafBX4 clones. (F) lqf7F1 clone. (G-N) Ubc12IR-7573R-3 (G-L), Uba3IR-17139 (M) and Roc1aIR-32399 (N), expressed with ptc-GAL4. (O,P) Nedd8AN015 clones. Immunostaining is for Fmi (green in A,F,G,M-O), Stbm (green in B,H), Fz (green in C,I), Dsh (green in D,J,P), Pk (green in E,K) and Ecad (green in L). Clones are marked by loss of β-gal (A-F) or GFP (O,P) in red. The band of stronger staining in L is the wing vein. Note the poor proliferation and small cells in Nedd8 clones (O,P). The small lower clone in P does not show an increase in Dsh staining and cell size is normal, probably because it was induced late and there is perdurance of Nedd8 activity. Yellow bars mark the ptc-GAL4 domain. Scale bar: 20 μm.
A Cul-3-BTB E3 ubiquitin ligase complex regulates core protein levels and is the likely target of neddylation

One or more of the core proteins could be directly neddylated, or the effect of the Ned8 pathway could be indirect via neddylation of another target. The best characterised substrates of Ned8 are Cullin E3 ubiquitin ligases (Rabut and Peter, 2008). RNAi against Cullin-3 (Cul-3), but none of the other Cullins, caused an increase in core protein levels at junctions, as did Cul-3 null mutant clones (Fig. 2A-D; supplementary material Table S3). As Cul-3 is known to be modified by Ned8 in flies (Wu et al., 2005), this suggests that Cul-3 is the likely target of Ned8 in this context.

Cul-3 E3 ligase subunits act through substrate-specific partners of the BTB (BR-C, ttk and bab) family (Petroski and Deshaies, 2005). Screening of BTB proteins in the pupal wing (supplementary material Table S4) revealed that knockdown of diablo (dbo) and kelch (kel), which encode closely related Kelch family BTB proteins, caused subtle increases in core protein levels at apical junctions (supplementary material Fig. S2A-C). Simultaneous knockdown of dbo and kel caused a robust increase in core protein levels at junctions, suggesting that these two proteins act redundantly (Fig. 2E-G; compare with supplementary material Fig. S2A,C). kel null mutant animals are viable but female sterile (Schüpbach and Wieschaus, 1989), with no defects in trichome polarity (data not shown). However, core protein levels at junctions increased in kel mutant clones, consistent with the RNAi phenotype (Fig. 2H). We ruled out off-target effects for dbo in two ways. First, we generated two independent small hairpin RNAi (shRNAi) lines (Ni et al., 2011): both showed an increase in core protein levels at junctions when co-expressed with a kel RNAi line, but not when expressed alone (supplementary material Fig. S2D-G). Second, we knocked out the dbo open reading frame by homologous recombination: like kel mutants, dbo mutants were viable, with no trichome polarity phenotype (data not shown). No increase in core protein levels was observed in dbo mutant clones, possibly owing to perdurance of protein (supplementary material Fig. S2H), but induction of overlapping dbo and kel clones revealed that loss of both kel and dbo caused a greater increase in core protein levels than loss of kel alone (Fig. 2I).

Cul-3 binds to Kel in tissue culture (Hudson and Cooley, 2010): we confirmed this, finding that both Dbo and Kel were binding partners of Cul-3 in Drosophila S2 cells (Fig. 3B). Cul-3 binds to BTB proteins via their BTB and BACK domains (Petroski and Deshaies, 2005). Consistent with this, the Dbo-Cul-3 interaction depended on the BTB and BACK domains of Dbo, but not the Kelch repeats (Fig. 3C).

Regulation of core protein levels at junctions via ubiquitylation pathways is required for robust asymmetry

Although defects in ubiquitylation alter core protein levels at junctions, it is not clear whether this is important for asymmetry and trichome polarity. We therefore quantitated core protein asymmetry in pupal wings in which ubiquitylation was altered. For Ubc12, Cul-3 and jaf, RNAi lines were expressed ubiquitously in the wing using the MS1096-GAL4 driver: this caused clear alterations in core protein levels compared with a control RNAi line, similar to that seen using ptc-GAL4 (supplementary material Fig. S3A-E). Overall asymmetry was reduced by 35-50% when protein levels at junctions were increased by expression of Ubc12 and Cul-3 RNAi (Fig. 3D; supplementary material Fig. S3A-C) or in kel; dbo double-mutant wings (Fig. 3E; supplementary material Fig. S3F,G), or when protein levels were decreased by loss of jaf activity (Fig. 3D; supplementary material Fig. S3D,E). In addition, cell packing was disrupted (supplementary material Fig. S3H): this might be a consequence of reduced asymmetry of the core proteins (Clasen et al., 2005), or it could be due to effects of altered ubiquitylation that are independent of core proteins. Notably, cell packing was essentially normal in jaf wings, even though core protein asymmetry was reduced, suggesting that the change in core protein asymmetry is not an indirect result of defects in cell packing. Thus, tight regulation of junctional core protein levels appears to be necessary for maximal cellular asymmetry.

It is known that the mechanisms leading to trichome placement are very robust, and trichomes can form at the correct cell edge in wings in which there is little or no visible asymmetry of core protein localisation, such as in pk or dgo mutants (Strutt and Strutt, 2007), apparently due to downstream amplifying mechanisms. Consistent with this, loss of jaf activity delayed trichome formation (supplementary material Fig. S3I), but trichome orientation was normal (supplementary material Fig. S3J). However, kel; dbo double mutants showed localised trichome swirling in the wing (Fig. 3F) and occasional defects in ommatidial polarity in the eye.
Knockdown of Ubc12 and Cul-3 caused pleiotropic effects, preventing analysis of trichome polarity defects. However, expression of Ubc12 RNAi using ptc-GAL4 caused trichomes to point towards the ptc-GAL4 domain (supplementary material Fig. S3K), indicative of misoriented cell polarity.

**Neddylation and ubiquitylation pathways target Dsh and Fmi**

Abnormal ubiquitylation causes an increase or decrease of all the core proteins at junctions. The most probable scenario is that one core protein is the target of the ubiquitylation or deubiquitylation pathways and altered levels of this protein drive a similar alteration in the others. Likely targets of Dbo/Kel are the cytoplasmic proteins Dsh, Pk and Dgo, as their overexpression is known to cause accumulation of all the other core proteins at junctions (Feiguin et al., 2001; Tree et al., 2002; Bastock et al., 2003). Furthermore, in vertebrate canonical Wnt signalling, Dsh levels are regulated by a Cul-3-BTB E3 ubiquitin ligase complex (Angers et al., 2006), making Dsh a plausible substrate of a similar complex in planar polarity signalling in *Drosophila*.

Notably, loss of *pk* or *dgo* activity did not affect the ability of Ubc12 or Cul-3 RNAi to cause an accumulation of core proteins at junctions (compare supplementary material Fig. S4C,D and S4G,H with Fig. 2A and Fig. 1G, respectively; supplementary material Table S5). However, the increase in core protein levels at junctions was suppressed when *dshV26* clones were induced in wings expressing either *Ubc12* or *Cul-3* RNAi (Fig. 4A,B), or in *dshV26; kelDE1* double-mutant clones (Fig. 4C). Fz and Stbm are required for normal recruitment of Dsh to the plasma membrane (Axelrod, 2001; Shimada et al., 2001; Bastock et al., 2003). Loss of their activities also suppressed the effects of Cul-3, Ubc12, and kel; dbo RNAi (supplementary material Fig. S4A,B,E,F,J,K, Table S5), again consistent with Dsh being the target.

Interestingly, whereas loss of *fz* and *dsh* completely suppressed the increase in core protein levels in wings expressing Cul-3 RNAi (Fig. 4B; supplementary material Fig. S4A), there was still a residual increase in core protein levels in wings expressing Ubc12 RNAi (supplementary material Fig. S4E,J). This suggests that Ubc12 might also affect core proteins by a second mechanism that is independent of Cul-3 and Dsh. For example, core proteins could...
be regulated via another Cullin homologue, or by direct neddylation of core proteins (Jones et al., 2008). By contrast, loss of dsh activity did not alter the reduction of core protein levels caused by faf RNAi, indicating that Dsh is not the target of Faf (Fig. 4D; supplementary material Table S5). Likewise, core protein levels were still reduced when faf RNAi was expressed in fz, stbm, pk or dgo mutant backgrounds (supplementary material Fig. S4L-O, Table S5). Therefore, Faf is acting upstream of the other core proteins, consistent with it acting at the level of Fmi itself, either targeting Fmi directly or acting via an unknown adaptor protein. Note that because Fmi is normally required to recruit all of the other core proteins to junctions (Feiguin et al., 2001; Shimada et al., 2001; Strutt, 2001; Tree et al., 2002; Bastock et al., 2003), we were unable to directly determine whether Fmi is required for the effect of faf knockdown on the other core proteins.

The effects of Cul-3-Dbo/Kel and Faf on core protein levels could be mediated by direct regulation of Dsh and Fmi protein levels or via transcriptional regulation. Tagged forms of Dsh and Fmi expressed under ubiquitous promoters also increased or decreased when Cul-3 or faf RNAi was expressed, suggesting that their effect is post-transcriptional (supplementary material Fig. S5A,B).

To test whether Dsh could be a direct target of Dbo/Kel, we expressed tagged Dsh and Dbo or Kel in S2 cells, and found that Dbo co-immunoprecipitated with Dsh (Fig. 4E), although only poorly, suggesting a weak or transient interaction. BTB domain proteins bind their substrates via the Kelch repeats (Petroski and Deshaies, 2005), and, consistent with the Dbo-Dsh interaction being specific, Dbo lacking all but one of its Kelch repeats no longer binds Dsh (Fig. 4G). Kel was not pulled down with Dsh in S2 cells, possibly owing to its poor expression (Fig. 4E), but both Dbo and Kel were pulled down with Dsh in COS-7 cells (Fig. 4F).

Ubiquitylation targets junctional Dsh for degradation

We next asked whether alterations in core protein levels at junctions reflect a change in the total cellular amount of protein or whether the ubiquitylation machinery acts specifically on a junctional population. Interestingly, although Dsh levels at junctions were increased several fold when Ubc12 or Cul-3 RNAi was expressed throughout the wing (see quantitation in supplementary material Fig. S6A-C,H), western blotting revealed that overall Dsh levels did not change (Fig. 5A,B). Overall Dsh levels were also unaltered in kel; dbo double-mutant wings (Fig. 5C,D; see also supplementary material Fig. S6D,E,I). Thus, ubiquitylation specifically regulates Dsh levels at junctions.

We then considered how the ubiquitylation machinery might recognise junctional Dsh. One possibility is that the Dbo/Kel E3 ligase subunits are localised to junctions; however, expression of Myc-Dbo at low levels revealed a diffuse localisation, with only a slight enrichment in plasma membrane puncta that do not colocalise.
with core proteins (supplementary material Fig. S7A). Instead, we think it more likely that junctional Dsh is marked for ubiquitylation by post-translational modification, as is frequently the case for substrates of Cullin E3 ligases (Petroski and Deshaies, 2005) (see Discussion).

Surprisingly, decreased Dsh at junctions was accompanied by a reduction in Fmi levels (Fig. 5J), suggesting that when Dsh is removed from junctions by Dbo/Kel it can also promote, either directly or indirectly, the internalisation of Fmi. This is in line with previous observations that Fmi levels increase in a dsh mutant background (Shimada et al., 2001; Strutt and Strutt, 2008). One possibility is that Dsh acts as an endocytic adaptor for Fmi; however, we were unable to detect any colocalisation of Fmi and Dsh in intracellular vesicles (supplementary material Fig. S7B,C), implying that any association between them during Fmi internalisation would be transient (see Discussion). Blocking lysosomal maturation with mutations in deep orange (dor) results in intracellular accumulation of Fmi (Strutt and Strutt, 2008), consistent with some population of Fmi normally being sent to the lysosome for degradation. Knockdown of dor did not however cause any accumulation of Dsh (supplementary material Fig. S7D), suggesting that Dsh is not degraded in the lysosome, and must instead be proteasomally degraded.

Loss of Faf increases lysosomal degradation of Fmi

We next investigated whether overall Fmi levels are altered in wings expressing faf RNAi. Again, overall Fmi levels showed negligible change even though Fmi levels at junctions were substantially decreased (Fig. 5G,H; supplementary material Fig. S6F,G,J), suggesting that only the junctional population of Fmi is susceptible to regulation by the ubiquitylation machinery. The simplest model is that Fmi is targeted for internalisation by ubiquitylation, and that the deubiquitylating activity of Faf allows Fmi to return to the plasma membrane. Importantly, simultaneous knockdown of faf and dor causes more extensive accumulation of Fmi in intracellular vesicles than knockdown of dor alone (Fig. 5L,M), consistent with a failure of Fmi deubiquitylation normally promoting lysosomal degradation of Fmi.

We also investigated whether Faf localises with Fmi on endosomes. EGFP-tagged Faf showed a diffuse cytoplasmic distribution and we were unable to see any colocalisation with Fmi (supplementary material Fig. S7E,F).

Ubiquitylation of Dsh by Cul-3-Dbo/Kel does not modulate canonical Wingless signalling

In vertebrate embryos, loss of the Dbo/Kel-related protein KLHL12 increases canonical Wingless (Wg) signalling, presumably by...
models. If an amplification system operates for local clustering that this is the role of the pathways that we have characterised here. Notably, one of the simplest forms of negative-feedback interaction is to limit the supply of substrate and we propose lead to an uninhibited spread of polarised domains (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972). Notably, one of the simplest forms of negative-interactions that inhibit their accumulation. The actual loops could be caused by positive protein interactions, which promote amplification of a weak initial cue by feedback loops. Such feedback polarity of the tissue.

With regard to adult planar polarity patterning, the decrease in asymmetry we observed does not lead to severe phenotypes in the wing and eye (Fig. 3F,G). However, it is well established that both increased and decreased levels of core proteins at junctions result in decreased asymmetry, suggesting that protein levels must be finely tuned in order for asymmetric localisation to be maximised.

It is widely accepted that core protein polarity is produced by amplification of a weak initial cue by feedback loops. Such feedback loops could be caused by positive protein interactions, which promote the local accumulation of core proteins of the same species, or by negative interactions that inhibit their accumulation. The actual contribution of positive- or negative-feedback interactions is currently unknown, although mechanisms for both have been proposed (Tree et al., 2002; Jenny et al., 2005; Strutt et al., 2011). In practice, both are likely to operate, as amplification by positive interactions alone might lead to an uninhibited spread of polarised domains (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972). Notably, one of the simplest forms of negative-feedback interaction is to limit the supply of substrate and we propose that this is the role of the pathways that we have characterised here.

Our observations can be simply explained in the light of such models. If an amplification system operates for local clustering of polarised core protein complexes [as we previously proposed (Strutt et al., 2011)], then the presence of excess core proteins in the junctions will lead to the excess growth of polarised domains and a possible reduction in the degree of overall cellular asymmetry. Conversely, a reduced level of core proteins will result in less efficient clustering of polarised protein complexes (as proteins of the same species would meet less often), again leading to a reduction in cellular asymmetry (Fig. 7A).

The cytoplasmic core proteins (Dsh, Pk and Dgo) appear to be of particular importance in the clustering of asymmetric complexes (Strutt et al., 2011), and overexpression of any of them appears to cause excessive clustering (Feiguin et al., 2001; Tree et al., 2002; Bastock et al., 2003). Our data suggest that Dsh is a direct target of a Cul-3-Dbo/Kel ubiquitin ligase complex, and the ubiquitylation and consequent removal of Dsh from junctions is thus a mechanism by which local Dsh levels are regulated.

Interestingly, in ubiquitylation pathway mutants, total cellular levels of Dsh are unaltered, even though levels at apical junctions increase several fold. This suggests that, in this context, ubiquitylation is a specific regulatory event at junctions. We do not know how the ubiquitylation machinery recognises junctional Dsh. One attractive possibility is that phosphorylated Dsh is the target for the Dbo/Kel E3 ligase. Phosphorylation is commonly used as a signal for the recruitment of ubiquitin ligases to their substrates (Petroski and Deshaies, 2005), and Dsh recruitment to junctions correlates with its hyperphosphorylation (Axelrod, 2001; Shimada et al., 2001). Interestingly, in kel; dbo double-mutant wings there is a small but significant increase in the upper, hyperphosphorylated Dsh band at the expense of the lower, unphosphorylated form (Fig. 5C; supplementary material Fig. S6K). Thus, loss of ubiquitylation could lead to an excessive accumulation of hyperphosphorylated Dsh at junctions, consistent with the proposal that ubiquitylation pathways normally act to remove hyperphosphorylated Dsh.

We note that ubiquitylation apparently does not act to remove the total population of hyperphosphorylated junctional Dsh, and so we speculate that either all of the Dsh at junctions is not phosphorylated on the relevant sites to trigger ubiquitylation, or that some of the hyperphosphorylated population of Dsh is protected. Biochemical analyses to directly show that hyperphosphorylated Dsh is specifically ubiquitylated have not proved feasible given the difficulty of obtaining large quantities of tissue of the relevant stage and the small proportion of cellular Dsh that is likely to be modified.
at any particular time. Similarly, experiments in cell lines are problematic as there is no suitable system for generating a polarised junctional population of Drosophila Dsh in culture, and again the relevant proportion of the total cellular population of Dsh would be very small.

It has been reported previously that, in dsh mutant clones, Fmi levels, but not Fz levels, increase (Shimada et al., 2001; Strutt and Strutt, 2008). This is indicative of a role for Dsh in removing some population of Fmi from junctions, possibly one that is not stably incorporated into asymmetric complexes. We now present further evidence for this role of Dsh, as overexpression of Myc-Dbo causes not only removal of the junctional population of Dsh but also the removal of Fmi. It remains to be determined whether Dsh co-traffics with Fmi, and whether this is the normal mode of removal of Dsh from junctions; however, it is interesting to note that in vertebrates Dsh has been reported to act as an endocytic adapter (Chen et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2007), and in some contexts such adapters are marked for internalisation by ubiquitylation (reviewed by Traub and Lukacs, 2007). Nevertheless, we were unable to detect co-localisation of Fmi and Dsh in intracellular vesicles, suggesting that if Dsh does act as an adaptor for Fmi and is internalised with it, then Dsh must rapidly dissociate from Fmi before Fmi enters sorting endosomes. Interestingly, if this were the case, then Fmi (or another associated protein) would also have to be ubiquitylated if Fmi were to be subsequently targeted to the lysosome (Clague et al., 2012).

Fmi is known to accumulate in late endosomes when lysosomal targeting is blocked (Strutt and Strutt, 2008), consistent with it being internalised by a ubiquitin-dependent mechanism. Here, we identify the deubiquitylating enzyme Faf as a key regulator of junctional levels of Fmi. Furthermore, we show that loss of faf enhances the intracellular accumulation of Fmi when lysosomal targeting is blocked, suggesting that failure to deubiquitylate Fmi (or an adaptor) causes excess degradation of Fmi. As Fmi levels at junctions decrease in faf mutants, this suggests that recycling of Fmi is essential to maintain sufficient Fmi at junctions. However, we do not know whether Fmi is a direct ubiquitylation target as we were unable to co-immunoprecipitate Fmi and Faf in S2 cells due to their poor expression.

To summarise, we propose a model in which protein levels at junctions are regulated at multiple levels (Fig. 7B). Junctional, phosphorylated Dsh promotes clustering of asymmetric complexes. The level of Dsh at junctions is regulated by Dbo/Kel so as to prevent excess clustering, with ubiquitylated Dsh being removed from junctions and targeted for proteasomal degradation. Dsh could also act as an adaptor in order to remove excess Fmi that is not in complexes from junctions. Fmi is itself also a direct or indirect target of ubiquitylation, and this leads to internalisation of Fmi and targeting of Fmi to the lysosome. Recycling of this population of Fmi to the plasma membrane is promoted by activity of the deubiquitinase Faf.

Interestingly, in vertebrates Dsh has also been reported to be a target of a Cul-3-BTB E3 ligase. However, loss of KLHL12, a vertebrate BTB-Kelch family protein, causes gain-of-function Wnt signalling defects but no planar polarity defects (Angers et al., 2006). Nevertheless, planar polarity defects are seen when KLHL12 is overexpressed, probably owing to excess degradation of Dsh. By contrast, we do not detect any gain-of-function Wnt signalling phenotypes following a reduction in Cul-3-Dbo/Kel activity in flies, consistent with the unaltered total cellular levels of Dsh. Furthermore, even though total Dsh levels are significantly reduced when Dbo is overexpressed, this again does not noticeably affect Wnt signalling, suggesting that the remaining Dsh is sufficient for Wnt signalling activity. This suggests that the Cul-3-Dbo ubiquitylation mechanism plays a specific role in planar polarity in flies.
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